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Five tools techs are loving this Valentine's Day 
 

KENOSHA, Wis. (Feb.14, 2018) – Flowers and candy may be top-of-mind right now, but techs are 
in the mood for longer-lasting items to love. Here are a few tools and products finding their way into 
the hearts of techs for a variety of uses. 
 
Snap-on® ECARB042 450 Lumen Work Light/300 Lumen Flashlight – A top customer choice, 
this convertible work light/flashlight is the first in its class to use bi-directional USB-C standard for 
charging.  With its unique 2-in-1 design, the user can quickly convert between a standard flashlight 
and wider flood light with a simple twist. The ECARB042 has two built-in magnets, variable 
dimming with memory, battery indicator, and comes in red, green, orange and hi-vis yellow. 
 
Snap-on® CT761A 14.4 V 3/8" Drive MicroLithium Cordless Impact – This powerful cordless 
impact wrench is compact allowing it to get into hard-to-reach places. At just 2.5 pounds, it can 
deliver 120 ft-lb of torque and produce 2,500 RPM of free speed with a 2.0 Ah battery for longer 
run time. The CT761 is a technician favorite and is perfect for working in cramped engine spaces, 
on fender bolts, water pump pulley bolts and for seat removal. 
 
Snap-on® 1/2" SBF80A Drive Dual 80® Technology Bent Handle Flex-Head Ratchet – Dual 80®  

Technology ensures seven teeth are in contact with the gear at all times to make the ratchet strong 
and durable. The sealed head keeps dirt and contaminants out, and the flexible head makes 
getting into tight work spaces easier. 
 
Snap-on® 14.4 V CTLAR761 MicroLithium Cordless 500 Angular Light – The variable 
brightness work light has a built-in hook and two magnets, as well as a tether point to hold it in 
position for any job. Couple it with the CTLMAG-BOOT accessory for maximum magnetic flexibility. 
The CTLAR761 will run for four hours at maximum brightness or eight hours at 40 percent, has a 
battery fuel gauge and will flash to indicate when there is less than five percent power remaining. 
 
Snap-on® SGAB1000BR 10-piece 3/32–3/8" SAE and SGABM900BR 9-piece 2–10mm Metric 
Ball Hex Instinct® Handle Screwdriver Sets – These easy to hold Instinct® handle screwdrivers 
offer precise, comfortable turning power versus traditional hex wrenches. The wide, tri-lobe handle 
design combined with high strength steel ball hex tips that offer up to 25 degrees of access prove 
ideal for fasteners in difficult to reach areas. The tip identifier on the crown helps the user move 
work along faster by quickly being able to identify the tool needed for the task. 
 
Find out more about the tools and products techs are loving right now, several at special pricing 
now through the end of March, by contacting your participating Snap-on franchisee or other 
representative, visiting www.snapon.com or calling toll-free 877-SNAPON-4 (877-762-7664). 
 
About Snap-on Tools 
Snap-on Tools is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer 
and marketer of tools, equipment, diagnostics, repair information and systems solutions for 
professional users performing critical tasks. Products and services include hand and power tools, 
tool storage, diagnostics software, information and management systems, shop equipment and  
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other solutions for vehicle dealerships and repair centers, as well as for customers in industries, 
including aviation and aerospace, agriculture, construction, government and military, mining, 
natural resources, power generation and technical education. Snap-on Tools is one of the largest 
non-food franchise companies in the world, selling its products and services through franchisee, 
company-direct, distributor and internet channels.  Snap-on Incorporated, which was founded in 
1920, is a $3.7 billion, S&P 500 company located in Kenosha, Wisconsin, with operations 
throughout the world. For additional information, visit www.snapon.com.    
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